China Energy Monthly Report is a monthly English review co-operated by Chinadaily.com.cn and ResearchInChina.com. It features the latest business events, industry policies, statistics and analyses for investment and co-operation in China, the world's second-largest energy consumer.

China Energy Monthly Report keeps you abreast of up-to-date energy news, policies, statistics and analyses surrounding China’s coal, electricity, gas, oil and new energy sectors. With this report, you will never miss any investment and cooperation opportunities in China’s huge energy market.
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- Chinese economy could expand in cost-effective manner
- Oil firms expect more profits in 2009
- Time to shop for energy assets
- Falling power demand shows slow economic recovery

- China's oil imports limited by storage capacity
- China oil reserve full, sea storage needed
- No big fluctuations likely in crude prices this year
- Price cut for oil products likely
- Gas price hike on cards
- Sinopec's 2009 profit may double on pricing changes
- Oil majors may report poor earnings
- Fuel price hike drives up stockpile
- Oil executive sheds light on fuel pricing rules
- New oil pricing mechanism better reflects market changes
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• Sinopec Shanghai loses 6.24b yuan in 2008
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• China oil refiners swung to profit in first 2 months
• China Coal Energy 2008 profit up 17.7%
• Huaneng Power posts 2008 loss on higher costs
• Datang Power 2008 profit drops 79% as coal costs rise
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